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Historians tend to see the past as a flux constantly altering shape
and direction. This makes periodization difficult, as the setting of
artificial boundaries to the pattern of change determines in part
the processes investigated. The contrast between the political
economy of India before and after Independence usually has been
seen as striking, with the end of foreign rule taken as a natural
dividing line. Everyone knows that in August 1947 the old British
Indian empire dissolved into the two independent states of India
and Pakistan. In India, formal political power shifted out of the
hands of a foreign bureaucracy into those of an elected government
of nationalist leaders especially of the Indian National Congress.
In 1950 India became a republic, committed to secularism and
democratic government. The new Republic based its strategy of
economic development on import-substituting industrialization, in
a mixed economy with a large public sector and guided by central
planning. By the early fifties, the formal structure of government
and political and economic institutions seemed to be very different
from anything that had gone before.
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But just how new was the new Indian state and economy? Howsignificant a date in I.ndia s-rong history is 1947? n *il u" uigu"a inthis chapter that while wide_ringing 

"hung", 
certainly took placein India following Independen"J, i]n u nurnU", of ,".p""t. it 

"u"changes were formal and superficial. The immediate economic andpolitical conditions in which India achieved Independ";;;-;;."difficult' The strains between 1929 ani 1945 first of the GreatDepression and then of the Second World War, followJ b;';"strains of the transfer of power and partition, all circumscribed theactions that could be taken to firster economic growth ura o"ulr-opment' Short run, circumstances, as we, as-long run t*ir,helped determine the basis of India,s political 
""Jno*y 

-i;;"
years after rg47 . The formal planning p.o""r, was initiatcd in trg5t)and the strict controls that resulted, eJpecially in agricutturai;;"i"g,licensing of investment ancr restrictions on access to foreign ex-change, have been seen by many as both asymptom and a cause ofsubsequent economic probrems-in the life ol iniepend"rrt lnJiu- itis certainry remarkabre that the structure of contrors ou", .o -uny3spects of economic activity was compreted so soon after rg47 , and,it is undeniable that the irnposition Lr tt 

"r" controls determinedmuch of the subsequent pattern of Indian economic development.
I{o.weye1, the pattern of government intervention in the alrocationand pricing of resources was determined not onry by the intenectuarunderpinnings of the nationalist movement, but also UV ,fr" Alr_ruptions of the wartime economy that hael helped ffi; ;h;nationalists to power. Severe dislocations in economic activitycontinued after lg4s, and were accompanied;y-il;;;"ffi;;
in policy and intense debates in u.uo"*i", poriticar and officialcircles. The Government of independent India did not have a free
lana.ln designing and impleme"ting rori"i";. Nor were the policies

l:::,n", 
ended up with il*uy, thJcaes they had ortginaUyffie-a

We shall focus on the crucial transition years of 1939 to 1952 toinvestigate the process of change and continuity that u""orn;;;;the transfer of power in India. By looking in detail at the cir_cumstances in which the control regime of th; 1950s originated, wemay- be able to place it more prJcisely in the context in whichmodern India was established. tfru, u, assessment may be madeof the significant changes that did take place in the structure ofIndia's political economy with the comiif or Independence and

il
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sharply, a new arrangement had to be found. From now on Britain
paid for her share of Indian defense expenditure by giving sterling
credits, in the form of Treasury Bills lodged with the London
branch of the Reserve Bank of India; leaving the Government of
India to issue currency notes backed by these reserve assets. The
result was severely inflatiopary. Of total government expenditure
of Rs. 3,995.80 crores incurred during the course of 1938/39-
1945146,37 percent was met by taxation,36 percent by borrowing
and 27 percent by increases in the money supply.3 Overall, total
money supply-notes in circulation, bank deposits and cash holdings
and deposits with the Reserve Bank-rose from Rs. 317 crores in
August 1939 to Rs. 2,190 crores in September 1945, an increase of
almost 700 percent.a

The war led to not only increased circulating currency but also
fewer goods available for the civilian population. Imports fell
sharply while indrrstrial production was atlowed to expand signi-
ficantly only in those industries that supplied the war. The result
was a savage increasc in the price of consumer goods in domestic
markets until 1943, and the imposition of rationing schemes and
price controls in many'commodities after that. The most severe
problems arose with food, but all consumer goods were affected to
some extent. At the end of the war, it was estimated that all mill
production of wool textiles, all factory production of leather and
footwear, all organized production of tirnber, nearly three-fourths
of steel and cement production, over two-fifths of paper production,
about one-sixth of cotton textile production and the whole of the
normal quota of 600 million yards of cotton yarn had been directed
away from the civilian economy to serve military requirements.s

The Government was slow to see the inflationary potential of
the wartime financial arrangernents. The Finance Department first
claimed that shortages of supplv were a complete explanation of
the price rises. Between Octoher 1939 and September 1942, several
Price Control Conferences consi<Iered the problem of regulating
the prices of consumer goods, but with little practical result.
Provincial Governments were unwilling at this stage to intervene
in internal marketing, and were far more anxious to preserve their
freedom of inactivity frorn any impositions by New Delhi. By 1943
it was evident to both the Government of India and the Reserve
Bank that something had to be done to reduce currency inflation.
But options were limited. Direct taxation was increased, especially

the reasons for them. Relating the making of policy to the cir-

cumstances of its creation has a second purpose as well: only by

examining the context in which India's control regime was formed

can we jtfuge fairly whether it was an appropriate response to the

problems tf,at facld its makers. While few would deny that the

tontrol regime has outlived its usefulness, the question of whether

it had any utility in the first place remains oPen'
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ThesecondWorl<iWarhadadevastatingeffectoneconomiclife
in India. .while India has been spared the material destruction

that has befallen many other countries, she has suffered in full

measure, and in some directions in greater measure than others,

the economic consequences of the war'" Between 1939 and 1945

the economy was subject to enormous strains, leaving fundamental

imbalances in many areas lasting long after the end of the war'

One central problim was inflation caused by the financing of

military 
"*perditrr". 

India was a major Allied military base and

providid a large army paid for by Indian revenues' In 1939-40' the

bou"rn-"nt of tndia made agreements with the British Govern-

ment to divide the costs of the war between them. India's Exchequer

was to pay a fixed amount based on the level of effective costs of

the army in peacetime, and the extra cost of any war measures

taken s;lely in India's interests. The British Government was to

pay for the extra expense caused by the use of Indian troops

LutsiOe lndia, up to 1943, the entire costs of capital outlay needed

for industrial expansion for the war effort' Thus, out of a total

defense expenditure in tndia in 1939-46 of Rs. 3,483.44 crores, 50

percent or Rs. 1,73g.73 crores was recoverable from Britain''
The cost of the war was supposed to be met by taxation in India

and reimbursement from Britain. In practice, the war could only

be financed by inflationary currency issue' Before Japan's entry in

latelg4T,theimperialcostsoflndiandefensewererelatively
small, and met by cancelling out India's sterling debt bonds and

railway annuities held in London. By 1'942 these bonds had been

almosi entirely paid off, and with imperial expenditure now rising
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the Excess Profits Tax; new national savings schemes were set up;
and the licensing of capital issues was introduced. It was agreed in
1943 that the British and United States Goverffnents should finance

some of their war expenditure in India by the sale of gold bullion
through the Reserve Bank. These sales were kept up until the
middle of 1945 and totalled over Rs. 140 crores. American
expenditure in India was mostly financed in this way.

At the end of the war, many economists in India expected a

slump in activity due to a lack of pent*up effective demand. Food
prices were expected to sag once the money supply was brought
under control. The wartime boom was seen at least in part as the
direct result of unprecedented government involvgment in the
economy-raising and equipping a large army and directly manu-
facturing many of its basic needs. With demobilization and a
return to a peacetime economy, this stimulus was expected to
vanish.6 However, the inflation continued. Reconstruction meant
that government capital expenditure continued to increase, and a
cheap money policy was launched in 1946. Policy uncertainty and
political battles over economic performance weakened the will and

ability of the Government to maintain effective controls. The
result was a sharp rise in the price of basic commodities. The
problem was especially acute for wage-goods, especially grain and

cotton cloth.
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The food crisis that had arisen in wartime did not end with the
coming of peace. A basic ration of 16 oz. of grain per day had been

implemented in Bombay city in 1943 and the system was extended
greatly thereafter. Stringent procurement and rationing rules
needed to implement this system were continued after 1945. Poor
harvests in 1946 (for millets) and in t947 (for wheat) made the

supply situation worse, and the basic food ration had to be rgduced
to 12oz. (equivalent to 1200 calories) in 1946. By the end of 1946,

about 150 million people were covered by rationing arrangements
of some kind.' Only administrative efficiency seemed to stand

between India and a major famine, as the unofficial American
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Famine Mission led by T.W. Schultz of the University of Chicago
pointed out:

No country in the world, with perhaps the exception of Russia,
has gone so far in controlling basic food distribution-not even
Germany under the Hitler dictatorship The massive
difficulties confronted by government can be appraised only by
taking into account the fact that 60 percent of India's people are
small cultivators clustered around India's 700,0fi) villages in
which live 85 percent of the population; inadequate supplies,
inadequate transport, widespread illiteracy have piled up the
task to apprarently impossible heights. Yet the job has been
done. Popular provincial governments and skilled public
administrators together have accomplished extraordinary results.
Taking due account of human weakness and selfishness, it was
yet found that.in nearly every area visited, achievements were
far above expectations.s

A system of official procurement was now in operation, which irt
principle meant the whole of each farmer's surplus could be
purchased compulsorily by the Government. In practice of course,
over the coutltry as a whole, only about one-sixth of the surplus
was extracted in this way. While the system worked quite well in
deficit food areas (securing 94 percent of the surplus in Madras
and 60 percent in Bombay) it was ineffective elsewhere, especially
in the permanently settled regions of eastern India, where the local
administration was less closely involved with agriculture. Even so
the procurement system did materially increase the resources
available to the Government. In November 1946, it was estimated
that about two-thirds of ration allocations had been supplied by
procured grain, the rest coming from imports.

ln the winter of 1946-47 the threat of starvation receded, only to
be replaced by the problem of pricing for grain procurement
schemes---during times of communal unrest, political upheaval
and administrative breakdown accompanying the transfer of
power and Partition. In 1944, the Government of India had agreed
ceiling and floor prices at which it would purchase wheat and
millets from the Provinces. Other grains were more difficult to
standardize, but ceiling prices for both rice and pulses in some
areas had been agreed in the 1944-45 season. As the food situation
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in eastern India improved in 1945, so the statutory price of rice was
reduced, but the Government was less sensitive to the harvest
difficulties of 1945-t+6 and the pressure on prices that resulted. By
late 1946 it was clear the harvest would be a poor one in many
regions, and the anticipation of shortages, along with the infla-
tionary pressure of cheap money and high government expenditure,
led to a widespread demand for an increase in statutory prices.
The Government preferred to follow a cautious policy. The
Government admitted in the Central Legislature in November
1946 that grain was being sold in some markers at two and a half
times the control price, but still opposed any increase in the
government price, arguing that grain prices had already risen
much more than those of other basic consurner goods since 1939,
and so the interests of farmers .vere alreadv well-served.'

The debate over continuation of controls was complicated by
political differerrces inside the Interim (iovernment of 1946-47
which consisted of an uneasy coalition of Congress and the Muslim
I-eague. Liaquat Ali Khan as Finance Minister used his portfolio
to address prcbleirrs of economic management that would embarrass
the Congress over their links to Lrig business. His budget proposals
of Februray 1947 were intended to get to grips with inflation by
raising levels of taxation, esprrcially through the Corporation Tax
and a new Business Profits Tax.'0 He also appointed a two-mernber
Commodity Prices Board, consisting of A.D. Gorwala and
D.R" Gadgil, "to have a rscientific methocl of stabilization of prices."'
Their reports argued for a systern of flexible price controls in
Indian conditions of the late forties" Aware of the relation between
the price of grain and cash crops, notably oil-seeds and cotton, and
the impossibility of exact calculation of production or living costs
in rural lndia, the Board saw controls as the best solution to
current problems, requiring wide distribution and adequate
prclduction of essential gooeis at reasonatrle prices: 'If because of
inefficiency, controls do not achieve any of these aims and decon-
trols are likely to lead to tretter results in all these respects there
would be no justification for continuance of controls. If, however,
controlled regimes show results which are to be preferred to chaotir:
conditions likely to follow on decontrol . controls should not be
abolished merely because of certain defects in their working."'

Those who advoca"ted controls wanted regulation of three key
economic activities" The first was the price and distribution of
industrial products, or else it was feared 'Government would be
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doing no more than granting individual capitalists the license to
exploit the internal market and protecting them in their exploitation
thereof.' Secondly, it was believed that only a control regime could
satisfy the basic needs of the masses- given population pressure on
existing natural resources. Thirdly, it was believed price controls
were important to enable India to participate in international trade
without too drastic an adjustment. Indian prices were higher than
world prices for rnost exports; if they were not held in check, then
once international trade in primary produce got going again the
only alternatve to autarchy would be a sharp deflation.'] These
recommendations were ignored, and Gorwala and Gadgil resigned
in frustration in October 1947 after eight months' service" The
Board had been an act of political provocation by a Muslirn L,eague

Finance Minister against his Congress colleagues in the Cabinet.
Further, the price controls that were in opreratinn during the first
half of 1947 rvere clearly breaking down. While the Board urged
the Government to follow a firm and c()nsistent policy, arguing
that clecontn'rl would bring chaos and that ineffective controls were
worse than none at all, opposition to continued restrictions on the
price of food crops was growing rapidly.

Inflationary pressurcs and poor harvests created a sellers' market
for grain ancl other agricr.rltural crops in the winter of tr946-47.
Actrministrative inflexibility meant the procurement price of grain
did not rise even thor-lgl1 supply was weak and demand $trong,
while black mar!"et transactions tcok a larger and larger share of
tlte farrners' surpluses. Iloarding and speculation were increased
by the ambivalent attitude of the Congress towards controls ancl
the managernenl of the foocigrain trade. In September 1946" C.
Rajagopalachari as Minister of Industries and Supply stated his
opposition to price controls for oil-seeds, imposed the previous
year but never irnplcmentcd strictly. With t{ajaji clearly in favor
of decontrol, control over oil-seed prices and trade was abandoned
in March 1947. Rajaji's actions also haci a wider impact. The price
of oil-seeds affected the supply of grain because there was some
degnee of substitutabilit-v fur: farmers tretween the two crops. More
important, the Congress was now identified with decontrol, and
more and more producers, traders and cr:nsurners made plans for
coping with a free market, helping to bring it about more rapidly.

Policy changed decisively after Independence with the appoint-
ment of a Foodgrains Folicy C-cmmittee by the new Government
in September 1947. This comrnittee included three of the most
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influential business supporters of Congress, purshottamdas
Thakurdas, G.D. Birla unA Snri Ram. Inlts Interim R"po.iin
December, the committee said the current rationing a.rangements
had entirely broken down, since stocks available nia rauei so low
that the ration itself was inadequate in many regions. The majority
recommended that controls over food producti6n, distribution andprices be abandoned, since these 'involved an undesrruure Je-gr""of dependency of the people on administrative agencies of"the
Government.'ro It was argued that there was no real shortage ofgrain production in the country, only an artificial problei ofdistribution brought about by thl procurement system:

The result of every decrease in the scale of ration allowed is that
the relatively rrruil proportion of the popufation which is effec_tively rationed in urban areas tends to suffer. The demand onthe free market increases. This widens the gap between thecontrolled price and the price actually pr"r"ilirrg in the free
market. The tendency for the free marlet to convert itserf into
an illegal black market thereby increases. The more grain is soiOin the black market, the greater the drop in procuiement andthis necessitates a further drop in the scaie ofiation. A viciouscircle is thus set up, the inevitable result eif which must be
increasing maldistribution of available stocks, exaggeration of
zuch shortages as may be prevailing in parts of thilountry, adistorted and alarming pitture of*the imminence of famine
entirely unjustified by the actual supply situation, una g"r"r"t
increase in the dissatisfacrion of aU slctions of the prbfi; ;i;the measures taken by the Government to deal with the foodsituation.rj

The advocates of decontrol took the view tha.t removing restric_tions would encourage dishoarding, and lead to only a"modest
increase in prices, no higher than thii already reached on the black
market''u ro release foreign exchange for iniustriat oeretopmeni,the committee proposed reduction- of food-imports towards a,eventual termination as soon as possible. According to Rajendra
Prasad, Minister of Food and Agriculture and , ,ufport"o of tn"majority report, the true deficit of grain availability was less than
10 percent of total requirement., iir" ,u-" figure as in the latethirties. Although some food imports had been usual then, none
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were needed now, since it would not be difficult to raise output by
the small amount needed to cover the deficit, without any special
arrangements being necessary to ensure adequate distribution
even to the urban poor.t,

The single most influential voice in favor of decontrol was
Mahatma Gandhi.,, Gandhi was concerned that the corruption
surrounding controls would destroy the Congress as a vehicle of
moral regeneration and that government interference in food
procurement stifled the culture of self-reliance established by the
nationalist movement. In the autumn of 1947, he argued consistently
that there was no real food shortage, only an artificial one broughi
about by the controls. He told the Foodgrains policy Committee in
October: 'We have plenty of fertile lands and large manpower. If
the Government utilize these two then in six months time there
would be no necessity for continuing the controls.,re

Ry late 1947 the system of grain procurement and the controls
associated with it were unpopular and appeared unsustainable.
However, much expert opinion (reflected in the minority reports
of the Foodgrains Policy committee) was still opposed to immediate
removal of controls, and the provincial food ministers urged the
Government to retain its commitment to rationing until thesupply
position had markedly improveC.ro The Government went ahead
with abolition of all controls of grain supply,.price and distribution,
retaining only the right to continue to import food if necessary.
Sugar was decontrolled at the same time.

C-otton cloth was another vital wage-good in the domestic market.
The war had severely limited availability, and strict rationing and
price control had been put in place. By 1947 this too was in
difficulty. The problem was to ensure an adequate supply of coarse
cloth, the staple clothing material of the poor, at an acceptable
price" Controlled prices were based on estimates of the cost of
production, and gave a higher rate of return for fine cloth than for
coarse. The technical differences between producing coarse and
fine material were not great, so many mills switched to finer counts
even though this meant inefficient production. In March 1947 the
Interim Government had set up an ad ftoc advisory committee
which recommended the price structure be rationalized and
production stabilized by compelling mills to confine production to
cloth types for which they were best suited. To further encourage
increased production of coarse cloth, the committee proposed an
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A similar pattern emerged for grain. During 1948 prices rose

sharply as hoarding and speculation continued, but additional

supplies did not come onto the market' General food price levels

,ose uy a third in the deficit areas of Bombay and united Provinces

between December 1947 and September L948, and more than

doubled in the surplus region of Central Provinces and Berar''
Domestic supplies were adequate for the food needs of the popu-

lation, but the price was too high for the poor and so subsidized

grain shops had to be opened by Provincial Governments, stocked

from Central Government reserves which came from imports'

Thus imports of food actually rose during 1'948, supplying the bulk

of the ralioned and subsidized market. In the summer of 1948 the

Government appeared to be facing a new supply crisis, and

reimposed price controls and rationing in late September' In
December sugar supplies were controlled once more'6

The most obvious effect of decontrol was on the price of consumer

goods. The general index number of wholesale prices (1939 : 100),

*tl"tt nua stood at 244.1 in 1945, rose from 3O2-2 in November

1947 to 389.6 in July 1948. Decontrol released much of the sup-

pressed inflationary demand of the war years, and prices were

never reduced much thereafter. Although the Government hoped

that reimposing controls in the autumn of 1948 would bring 'a
marked decline in the present level of prices,'' this did not come

about. The wholesale price index weakened slightly (except for
industrial raw materials) until March 1949, but then started rising

again, reaching a peak of" 412.5 in September L950, and another of
457 .5 in April 1951.4 Between August t947 and September 1948,

the Government got the worst of both worlds in its food supply

policy. Having replaced an ineffective rationing system by an

inappropriate form of decontrol at a difficult time, it ended up

traving to reimpose rationing at higher prices and losing political

credibility. The effect of trying to decontrol the supply of consumer

goods in 1948 was to make it more difficult to do so again at a later

drt". Huui.rg released the inflationary demand brought about by

monetary expansion during the war years and thereafter, the

Government had to continue controls to ensure adequate distri-

bution to the poor. An official distribution and purchasing system

has remained in place almost continuously since then (as discussed

in Chapter 8 of this volume).
One argument in favor of decontrol had been that this would

bring out new domestic sources of supply and so improve the

increase in the prices at which such cloth and yarn could be sold
(with a slight reduction in the price of finer counts), and also that
the production of coarse cloth be subsidized from the profits of
finer material by means of a government fund.I

The report reached the Commodity prices Board in July, which
recommended coarse cloth production be increased without raising
its price. The board objected to the committee's suggestion that
given the overwhelming need to increase pro<Iuction of coarse
cloth, controlled prices should be fixed at such a level as to allow
even the most inefficient unit to make a profit. The board argued
that genuinely handicapped units did deserve some support, but
this must be given in other ways: .To talk of there- Leing no
alternative to giving price incentives even if such incentives risult
in putting large extra amounts in the pockets ,f industrialists in
general, is to combine the worst aspects of both a controlled and a
free rnarket econGmy. It is undoubtedly true that even the least
efficient unil must be kept going. But for keeping it going, it is not
necessary also to increase the profits of everyone else.'ri

ln November 194'r the Government decicrer! to implement most
of these propo:;als, setting up a standardization scheme for pro_
duction and a fund, and referring the question of the price of
coarse cloth to the Tariff Board. The new policy ran f<rr little more
than a month, and was almost completely reverscd in late January
1948, when the Government passerl a new resoluti.n that effectively
clecontrolled the cotton textile industry. Mills were now allowed to
work out their own production prclgrams and fix their own prices.
The airn was to increase procluc.tion, and businessmen had tempor_
arily won the argument that the only way to meet unsatisfied demand
was to allow a free rnarket in cloth and yarn to comc: into being.rj

Decontrol caused more problems than it solved in the chaotic
conditions of the late forties. The aim of the policy had been to
increase supply with only a modest rise in price, buifor both food
and cotton, prices rose faster tlian availability. Cloth prices rose
rapidly in the first half of 1948, especially after price-stamping was
abolished in April. Producti,n of cloth increased uv iuout rz
percent, and there was greater rlovement of supplies away from
the manufacturing centers, but public tlemand wis not met. The
Government blamed 'practices which reflect grave tliscredit on
many sections of the industry and the trade' for the failure of its
policy, a,d rcirnposed controls on the price and distribution of
clcrth and yarn at the end of .Iuly Lg4g.r4
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balance of payments. In practice, however, freeing prices to find
market levels had serious implications for India's future trading
position. The Government seems to have accepted that the inflatel
post-war price level had come to stay, and budget deficits continued
in 1948-49 and 1949-50. The search for self-sufficiency in food as
well as in industrial raw materials such as cotton and jute was a key
element of the decontrol strategy, but this had impliiations for the
competitiveness of exports. By 1949 it was clear ihat Indian price
levels for food and primary produce were considerably higherihan
those in the outside world, and that an export-based trale policy
could not succeed without a reduction in generar prices, whici was
unlikely after the decontrol episode. Thus the result of attempting
to free internal markets for food and cotton cloth was to make
restrictions on trade all the more necessary.

Import controls were implemented first in May 1940 to conserve
foreign exchange and save shipping space during the course of the
war. Initially 60 items, mostly consumer goods, were brought
under control, licenses being issued by the Import Trade Controllers
at Karachi, Calcutta, Madras and Bombay. Other goods could be
exempted from the licensing regulations, or obtained under an
open General License. lnitially, licenses were issued to importers
previously established in any particular trade on the basis of tt 

"itpast imports.D
As the war proceeded, shipping and exchange became more

scarce and the licensing system was extended. By January l94z all
imports were brought under direct quantitative control, since the
Allied supplying countries insisted on certificates of 'essentiality'
before allowing export of their products. From August 1941 the
issuing of licenses was increasingly centralized in the hands of a
Chief Controller of Imports in Calcutta, a process completed in
July 1943. Strategic requirements were still the criteria for issuing
Iicenses,but from late 1944 a nerv mechanism was set up to enable
industrialists to register claims for capital goods for th" port_*u,
economy.
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Import control was bound up with exchange control, since con-
servation of scarce hard currency stocks of gold and dollars was
supposed to be one of the chief functions of limiting imports of
goods in wartime. Until 1.947, however, the control of hard curency
expenditure was implemented by the British Government over the
Sterling Area as a whole. India's own import policy was based on
the general principles of 'essentiality' and non-availability of goods
from indigenous sources. Qualitative controls operated during the
war, with licenses issued on the basis of strategic requirements and
shipping availability rather than the amounts of foreign exchange
involved. The test of 'essentiality' meant that imports for war
purposes had top priority, and licenses were granted on this basis
alone. War needs overruled all others, so little attempt was made
to relate the issue of licenses to available supplies or the absorptive
capacity of the iountry. This system also heavily discriminated
against consumer goods in practice.

By 1944, policy had to be modified because the pressure of pent-
up demand. In the winter of 1944-45, a deliberate attempt was
made to increase the import of consumer goods and bullion from
the United Slates as part of an anti-inflationary policy. Early in
1945 a decisive step towards liberalization was taken with the issue
of an Open General License for consumer goods from Britain.
Once the war ended, pressure for further liberalization grew, and
in January 1946 the Open General License was extended to cover
a wide range of goods fiom the Sterling Area. Where licenses were
still required these were issued more generously, with the only real
constraint being the possibility of 'undue injury' to Indian industry.
The liberalization was given a further spur in 1946 by Indian
resentment over use of her dollar earnings. Because of stringent
controls on imports from the United States, India was certainly a
net contributor to the Empire Dollar Pool between 1940 and 1945,
although the exact amount of her contribution was hard to calculate.
While the Reserve Bank put it as high as $300 million, the Finance
Member claimed it was no more than $93 million.'' According to
the Reserve Bank the surplus for 1944 alone was as almost $150
million, which led to preferential treatment of dollar imports in
1945 to meet political pressure.r' As a result, import restrictions on
dollar goods were reduced still further later in the year. By late
1945 the Government was prepared to accept that 'the pattern of
post-war trade should not be dictated by perpetuation of controls
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discrimination against dollar sources of supply. Sterling convert-
ibility was abandoned in August, but it was agreed India could
draw dollars from the balance of her No. 1 account for six months.s

The history of import policy over the next few years is that of
frequent self-cancelling fluctuations brought about by attempts to
cope with the irreconcilable problems of inflation and balance of
payments constraints. From July 1947 to June 1948, imports other
than food were successfully choked off by the restrictive policy
regime. By June 1948India had an unspent balance of f 80 million
in her transferable sterling balance account. However, inflationary
pressures were becoming severe, worsened by the rise in price of
grain following decontrol in December 1947. The authorities now
faced new demands for a liberalization of imports to absorb excess

purchasing power. The result was a new series of Open General
Licenses from July to November 1948, which allowed free imports
of a wide range of goods from the sterling area, and from a number
of other non-dollar countries. The commodities which had been
put onto the OGLs were those required for 'the essential needs of
the country both for increased industrial production and the
general economic needs for consumer goods,' including some
'luxury' goods 'purely for anti-inflationary purposes."'

The effect was a new payments crisis early in 1949, made worse
by a fall in exports to the dollar area as the American economy
moved into recession. By May 1949 policy came full circle again
with cancellation of all OGLs, even for soft currency areas, and
exclusion from open licensing of most consumer goods. Licenses
of imports from dollar and hard currency areas were suspended
from the end of June until September. Import policy was sxtensively
reviewed as part of the negotiating process for the sterling balances

agreement concluded with Britain in August 1949, and a new
Open General License was issued which included little more than
the bare minimum of essential machinery not available in India.
When sterling was devalued against the dollar by 31 percent in Sep-

tember, India followed suit. Pakistan kept to the old parity and
Indo-Pakistani trade was brought almost to a standstill until a

formal trade agreement was negotiated in April 1950.*
India's export goods were now more narrowly concentrated

than before the war, with jute manufactures, cotton manufactures
and tea making up about half the total value. As world prices rose

,aa

set up for purely war-time purposes" and loosened the rules to

allow Indian importers to purchase limited amounts of 'essential'

goods from Amirican srrpfliets even when such goods were avail-

Ibte within the Sterling Area, in cases in which the United States

had been the normal source of supply before the war'3'

Import policy became progressively liberal, the Commerce

Oepaitment deilaring in late 1945 that its aim was now to 'relax

ur,d 
"n"n 

remove items from the econornic control as far as poss-

ible.,33 In Septembe r 1946, a large step was taken towards this goal

with rhe issue of a universal open General License (oGL VIII)
that allowed free imports of some classes of foodstuffs and consumer

goods from any source inside or outside the Sterling Area' Opening

india's ports t; foreign goods in this way had a dramatic effect on

her balance of payments position. With overseas suppliers reluctant

to ship scarce t"pitut goodt ot raw materials, large quantities of

"o.t.,r*", 
goods were arriving in India by the end of 1946'" Con-

sumer go&s formed 39 percent of lndia's total import bill in
:rJ947-4{, compared with 33 percent in 1938-39'" With exports

lagging, and iarge imports of grain essential to supplement thg

ru"ti"o"I"g system, a brike would have to be put on imports in 1947

and OGL VII was withdrawn in March 1947' and a restrictive

regime imposed under which the import of bullion and over 2(X)

'lu-xury' good, ,""r" banned, and only a small number of essential

goods'reiained on the open list. To help industry' no restrictions

iere placed on the impoit of capital goods defined as 'plant' worth

-or" thun Rs. 25,000.i Go.ds already ordered had to be delivered'

and the trade deficit continued to mount over the sumrner' Sterling

and the rupee were due to be made convertible multilaterally on

15JulybutnoagreementhadbeenreachedwiththeBritishabout
India,s access to her foreign currency reserves held as sterling

balances. The Government of India introduced exchange controls

in early July, to prevent capital transfers from India, and tightened

impo.i conirol still further to guard against reserve loss' Fearing

heavy foreign exchange <lisbursements, and a weak export position'

the Government swiiched the import policy on to a 'quantitative'

basis, setting specific exchange ceilings for specified goods from

different .,rir"r,"y blocs. From July 1947, 'the main object of

import trade contiol has been the conservation of foreign exchange

resources."' However, from July to Decembet 1947 there was no
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directly out of the war economy. In May 1943 the Government had
introduced a system of licensing capital issues, as part of its ration-
ing system for scarce imports and foreign exchange. Some Indian
opinion, notably nationalist businessmen represented by the
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, feared
the regulations would be used to favor British capital over local
interests. In practice this was not the case. Rather, the chief
drawback of the control scheme was that it was not concerned with
business logic at all. It was part of the antiinflatiort package,

concerned mainly to prevent new capital issues from increasing
inflationary pressures, and also to mop up surplus purchasing
power. Issues were vetted in terms of their relevance to the needs

of the war economy, not the soundness of the business venture.
Special restrictions were only imposed on floatations that involved
issuing shares to non-residents of the Sterling Area.{

While capital issue control was a wartime measure, thought was

heing given to long run economic development as well, with wide

support for some form of planning. The intellectual origins of
planning in Indian policy discussions are well known. Early thinking
on the subject had been stimulated by the impact of the Great
Depression of. 1929-33, which seemed to require some sort of
coordinated policy response. The war focussed attention firmly on
industrialization, and on the rival traditions--free market, socialist

and Gandhian-in Indian thinking about economic development.
By 1945 a number of unofficial plans had been created, of which
the reports of the Congress National Planning Committee and the
'Bombay Plan' backed by a number of prominent industrialists,
were the most important.aT By 1944 it was accepted within the
Government that restrictions on imports and capital issues would
have to be retained after the war in order to facilitate industrial
development.€

However, official progress towards formulating an actual plan
was slow. Many British officials doubted the financial feasibility of
any large-scale public investment, and argued that only a totalitarian
government would be able to mobilize resources on a large enough

scale.no The Government's Economic Adviser, Sir Thomas Gregory,
argued that India should follow modest economic objectives after
the war and that she would benefit from as open an international
economic system as possible. Multilateral trading and financial
patterns would be essential, since India as a creditor country
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would want convertible balances and as a trader she would want to
purchase goods from other suppliers than the main consumers of
her exports. Thus India should work towards creating a mainly
free trade world, although some tariffs would be necessary to
encourage industrial development.$

As the war progressed, official thinking about post-war planning
and industrial development became more ambitious. The Recon-
struction Committee of the Viceroy's Council had been formed in
1943, and in 1944 a Department of Planning and Development was
set up, with Sir Ardeshir Dalal as its head. The Department set
about sounding business opinion on industrial development, and
encouraging other departments to think about coherent programs
of economic management" This was however an uphill battle. The
Government calculated it would have a budgetary surplus of about
Rs. 5fi) crores for the first five years of peace that could provide
the resources for planned development. Half was to be held by the
Central Government and half distributed to the provinces on a per
capita basis of fund provincial plans.s, Five-year plans were requested
from all provinces and from the major spending departments of
Central Government during the course of that year. When these
arrived, they proved disappointing, consisting mainly of specific
schemes and pet projects lacking any overall long-term view.s, By
contrast, the Reconstruction Committee itself produced a wide-
ranging report in 1945 which did set out an overall vision of a
government-aided industrialized future for India.', Discussions
between Dalal and Indian businessmen led to an Industrial policy
Statement of 1945 that set out a scheme involving considerable
state involvement and regulation. Most industrial policy was to
remain a provincial subject, but twenty industries of national
importance were to be administered by the Central Government.
The Government was to regulate industry by licensing new capacity
and direct investment. Ordnance, public utilities and railways
were to be nationalized, and other 'basic industries' put under
public ownership if adequate private capital were not forthcoming
or if it was thought essential that fresh capacity be developed.s
Government regulation of private industry was considered necessary
to ensure the right balance of production, suitable location policies,
fair labor conditions, adequate quality, and to prevent excess
profits. The most important threat was the encroachment of British
firms. Indian businessmen had been increasingly concerned about

t
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the penetration of foreign capital for some time. Although the

amounts involved were not large, it was feared the subsidiaries of
British companies were poised to control the new opportunities in

heavy industrial development within the national economy. Indian
businessmen realized they would need foreign assistance but were

concerned that foreign firms should not be allowed to dominate

development. Just as British firms in the past were thought to have

benefited from the favoritism and patronage of the colonial

Government, so Indian businessmen now looked to political

support for their ambitions.s5
in 1945, the Indian state was not yet in Indian hands and Dalal

sought to ensure that Government involvement in industrial

development did not favor British firms over Indian ones' He

argued that 'powerful cartels and combines were especially dan-

g"io.r. to Indian interests and basic industries must be protected''5'

The way to do this was to ensure foreign capital could hold only a

minority interest in Indian companies in key sectors. The Industrial

Policy Resolution laid down that any new venture invoMng foreign

firms in these fields should have at least 70 percent Indian share-

holding (with voting rights). Existing British companies with sterling

capital or over 30 percent non-lndian shareholders or a non-Indian
diiectorate could remain, but any expansion of more than 25

percent of current value, or of more than Rs' 1 million' would be

iubject to the new rules" British managers and managing agencies

could stay in place for up to twenty years, but only if they trained

Indians to replace thenr. These proposals to restrict foreign capital

immediately caused a political storm. The 1935 Government of
India Act had contained c:lear safeguards for British businessmen

that made it impossible for the Government to give any favors to

Indian firms that were not extended also to British ones. Dalal and

his supporters could not accept that, if the Government was going

to play a more active role in industrial development, the benefits

of this could go to foreign capital.
Delhi's proposals were considered but shelved by the British

War Cabinet, given the potitical climate in Britain and the uncer-

tainty of India's future.s'l There was still a confrontational atmos-

phere in the mid-forties. The widespread Indian support for strong

state action, and for active discrimination against British firms,
was born of frustration with the past free-market policy of the

British regime, which was considered to have neglected national
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industrial potential in the interests of foreign capital and the

imperial system. The independent Government of India in 1947

was free to make industrial policy in the interests of its citizens and

to proceed with full-blown economic planning if it wished. But
political quarrels and outside influences still made themselves felt,
and the policy that eventually emerged was the result of a complex
pattern of decision-making.

With Independence the threat of foreign encroachment seemed

more remote. Indian businessmen were now becoming alarmed by

the socialist rhetoric coming from parts of the Congress, especially

the January 1948 report of the Congress's Economic Program
Committee that called for radical redirection of economic policy-
including income and land ceilings, reservation of consumer goods

production to cottage industries, abolition of the managing agency

system, a maximum profit of 5 percent on venture capital, statutory
price controls and nationalization of key industries after five
years.ts Business leaders now called for an end to uncertainty, and

for an unequivocal rcassurance that the Government had faith in
private enterprise. The hesitancy of capital, coupled with labor
unrest, led to a significant fall-off in output in such basic goods as

steel, cotton textiles, sugar and cement and concern about living
standards.

It was against this background that the Industrial Policy Resolution

of April 1948 was released. The Government had convened a

conference with representatives of industry and labor to produce a

compromise that would reassure private capital- The resulting
Resolution rvent less far on the issue of state ownership than
Dalal's statement in 1945. India was to have a mixed economy in

which private capital hacl an important place. Full state ownership
was to be irnposed only on railways, ordnance and atomic energy.

In coal, iron and steel, aircraft manufacture, shipbuilding, tele-
phone and telegraph materials, and minerals, the Government
reserved the exclusive right to start new ventures. Existing private ,

enterprises would not be nationalized for at least ten years. The

aim of any future nationalization would be to increase production'
not to obtain social justice. The 'mechanism and resources of the

state may not permit it to function forthwith in Industry as widely
as may be desirable,' so that 'private enterprise, properly directed
and regulated, has a valuable role to play."' It was moderately
encouraging to foreign capital, which it saw 'of value to the rapid
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industrialization of the country,' but said every proposal for new
enterprises that involved foreign capital and management would
have to be scrutinized and approved by Central Government.
Twelve months later a significant shift took place. In a statement
to the Constituent Assembly in April 1949, Prime Minister Nehru
now argued that fbreign capital and know-how were essential to
India's industrial development and should be encouraged.o Foreign
firms would be allowed to earn and repatriate profits, and be
subject only to the same restrictions as Indian firms. Foreign
control of firms would be permitted for a limited period, depending
on the merits of each case. When protection was granted to an
industry, all units whether Indian-owned or not would be entitled
to its benefits.

The 1949 statement went further than the Government had been
willing to go in the past. ln 1947 and 1948 India had held that
foreign firms could not expect "national treatment' (equal privileges
to those of local firms), and had insisted on tle need to prevent
foreign control of any major sector of Indian industry. The reason
for the shift was the foreign exchange crisis of 1949, compounded
by the need to import increased amounts of food, the loss of
Pakistani markets as a result of the trade war, and the weakness of
exports due to the American recession. The new policy went
further than many Indian industrialists wished, and until the revival
of domestic industry in the mid-1950s many protests were made
about the 'unfair' advantages foreign firms had in their Indian
operations, especially where a single large foreign firm dominated
the domestic industry. Government policy was not always consistent
in its treatment of foreign capital in this period, but it is fair to say
that at some points from 1949 to the mid-1950s officials were
rather more welcoming to foreign firms than were trndian busi-
nessmen.

Both the Industrial Policy Resolution and the new policy on
foreign capital required a regulatory institution to make them
work. The only administrative mechanism in place was the wartime
capital issues control system, which had been retained on an ad
lroc basis since 1945 (and which was to be kept as a way of vetting
new industrial ventures until 1956). Accordingly, the Industries
(Development and Control) Act was passed in 1951, and remained
at the heart of the Government of India's regulatory policy over
private industry for the next twenty years. The Act set up provision
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for the licensing of all existing industrial units, and of any new ones
or substantial expansions, in a wide range of sectors.6r The aim of
such licensing was to channel investment in accordance with plan-
ning targets, to ensure balanced regional development, to give
protection to cottage industries, and to avoid concentration of
ownership and control. The L,icensing Committee consisted of
representatives of the Central Government Ministries concerned
with different industries, plus representatives of the State
Governments as co-opted members.o'

Industrial licensing was designed to work in conjunction with
economic planning. The Department of Planning and Develop-
ment had been disbanded in 1946,u'and replaced by an Advisory
Planning Board which recommended creation of a non-political
Planning Commission to play a coordinating central role. Little
could be done until Independence had been achieved and the
urgent crises of the Partition years overcome. Although most State
Governments pnrduced some development proposals in 1949,
these were not very impressive.d

In April 1950 a National Planning Commissiorr of seven members
was set up with Prime Minister Nehru as chairman. In principle,
the Commission had only an advisory role over policy formulation
and resource allocation, leaving implementation up to Central and
State Governments, but in practice it became a powerful instru-
ment of Nehru's revived political leadership. Its formation sparked
a row between the Prime Minister and his Finance Minister, John
Matthai, that led to the latter's resignation. Matthai was replaced
by C.D. Deshmukh, former Governor of the Reserve Bank of
Indra and a member of the Commission. Although opposition to
planning continued inside the Nehru Cabinet, with strong differences
of opinion over how much help the Government should give the
private sector, Nehru's political position gradually strengthened
over 1951 and 1952 until he was unquestionably in command of
both the Government and the Congress.

The First Five Year Plan was published in December 1952. The
first task was to solve the continuing problem of India's financial
relations with Britain caused by the sterling balances. The British
Government now accepted that India's credits should be paid in
full, and could be spent on capital goods, but was still lcloking for
ways of limiting and spreading the demand that this would create.
In July 19-50 the Government of India was called on to produce a
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six-year prograrn of capital expenditure to be placed before a

Commonwealth Consultative Committee by September, and
which was later incorporated in the Colombo Plan (for Co-
operative Economic Development in South and South East Asia).6
To this end the Planning Commission earmarked Rs. 1,840 crores
worth of projects already in hand or under serious consideration,
with the bulk of the money going to agriculture, transport and
communications. According to the Commission, no new external
assistance was required after six years as increased government
revenues and domestic savings would meet investment needs. In
July 1951 the Government published a Draft Outline of its First
Five Year Plan based on the Colombo proposals. This was a

modest document, and Nehru later claimed it was not really a plan
at all, just an attempt to bring together various projects already
started representing 'the essential minimum of measures necessary

to get some movement into a badly stagnant economy.'6
The total outlay of Plan expenditure was to be Rs. 1,493 crores,

subsequently raised to just over Rs. 2,000 crores. The final Plan
document still focussed attention on agriculture and infrastructure,
but the outlay on large-scale industry was almost doubled, repre-
senting 7 percent of the total. Overall, the planners were vague
about the physical and financial targets they wished to attain. 'Ihey

eschewed deficit financing because of continued worries about
inflation, and declined to raise taxation ignoring the potential
resource gap that resultcd. The 1952 proposals stressed the role of
the stpte in econornic development more explicitly fhan before.
While accepting that public and private sectors could 'supplement'
each other, the Planning Commission argued that increased public
sector activity would lead to greater distributional equality. For
this to happen, the state would have to raise a surplus out of which
savings and investments could he rnade. T'his stress on the public
sector was another sign of Prime Minister Nehru's growing influence
over the making of policy. After the election campaign of 1951-52

he had become convinced that the only substantial threat to the

Congress came from the Communists. The way to meet this was

for the Congress to adopt more rarlical econornic policies, including a
commitment to land reform and greater stress on the planning of
economic activity.6T Thus began the process that culminated in the
Avadi Congress resolution of 1955 calling for a'socialist pattern of
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society', and the 1956 Industrial Policy Resolution that extended
the scope of the public sector.

As it happened, these moves to the left also led to a reconciliation
with leading business interests since the private sector was being
guaranteed a secure place in an expanded program of industrial
development.s Planning was seen as a mechanism for maximizing
welfare by processes that required popular consent and participation.
But the best way to strike a balance between maximizing output,
retaining democratic consent and redistributing income and wel-
fare benefits was left vague. While the planners recommended a

mixed economy, in which public and private sectors could act in
harmony, they also saw the need for an extensive system of quanti-
tative controls over capital issues, industrial licensing, foreign
exchange rationing, imports and exports, and the prices and

movement of grain. The relationship between controls and planning
remained ambiguous. Controls over industry, foreign exchange

and trade were the lnost significant powers that the Central Govern-
ment had to control economic activity in the states- Congress

leaders, like their wartime British predecessors, quickly discovered

that state ancl district level administrations held fiercely to local
independence where they could. Controls coulcl be implemented
by the stroke of a pen; plans required a much more complex and

uncertain bargaining process. It is hardly surprising then that the
institutions of economic control took on a life of their own, in a

way that would dominate much of the economic life of India for
the next several decades.

Gollcr-ustox

The problems caused by licensing and the other quantitative con-

trols from the i950s onwards are surveyed in this volume in
Chapter 5. Wasteful and time-consuming application processes'

failure to link licensed capacity to targets or available resources'

inability of the authorities to control the activities of large business

houses, barriers to competition provided by quantitative restric-
tions, industrial location policies and capacity controls-all have
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any account of the origins of the control regime needs to pay
attention to a wider range of political and economic causal factors.
The most obvious of these was the impact of the wartime inflation.
The new nationalist Government inherited an economy in which
domestic prices for all major commodities were substantially
above world levels. The new commitments and pressures of
Independence made it hard to rein in created money. Inflationary
pressure was also partly the inevitable result of a pent-up demand
for consumer goods that could not be satisfied by domestic pro-
duction, but could not be met by imports without a severe balance
of payments crisis. Thus the internal and external prices of the
rupee were widely out of line in 1947, and even the devaluation of
1949 did little to rectify the situation. The inflation in consumer
goods defeated all attempts to decontrol prices and free imports
during the late forties. The Government had to use controls, but
lacked the capacity to implement a sophisticated regulatory regime.
The political struggle between left and right, and uncertainty in the
relationship between the Centre and the states all made economic
management difficult.'"

Weaknesses in the institutional mechanisms of government were
matched by weaknesses in the private sector. Business organization
in India was still dominated by a few closed communities, who
exercised informal control over most sources of trading and venture
capital; 'private enterprise in India is . . far from being free
enterprise.'7l As a result, businessmen were happy to support
restrictions by the Government if these kept up the barriers to
entry for potential foreign or domestic rivals.

The organizational weaknesses of public and private sectors at
Independence have provided a poor foundation for the subsequent
economic development of India. The institutional fragility and
inflexibility that resulted has not prevented the centralization of
power, but it has inhibited development of more subtle policies of
economic management. These defects were hard to rectify because
of fundamental imbalances that existed in the lndian economy in
the late forties. The collapse of export prices and internal liquidity
in the 1930s had disrupted marketing and credit-supply networks
for agricultural produce. Employment prospects had shrunk
considerably, and the modest expansion of commercial agriculture
of the previous half century was put into reverse. The war years of
the 1940s saw a boom in demand that stimulated industrial output

had serious effects on the performance of Indian industry and the
economy as a whole.@ The weakness of these instruments may well
have corroded the whole planning process as well, and contriLuted
to failures of conception and implementation that led to the pro-
longed economic, political and social crisis of the late sixtiesind
early seventies. The assembly of an extensive network of economic
controls and restrictions over agricultural prices and distribution,
imports and exports, foreign exchange and industrial investment,
was an important feature of the first years after Independence. By
1951 all the major instruments were in place upon which state
control of the economy has been subsequently based. Some of
these were new, others had been foreshadowe<l by the administrative
improvisations devised during the war. sut the control regime of
the early fifties had not been unthinkingly inherited fr6m the
wartime Government, nor was it merely the product of an intel_
Iectual commitment by leading Congressmen to a particular
economic and political system.

The new Government of India after 1947 consisted of nationalist
leaders who had come to power to replace a foreign administration.
Inevitably, there was a reaction against the frei_market policies
that the British were perceived as having followed. There was
heightened caution about continued contact with foreign govern_
ments and business interests. The potential threat of foreign inter-
ference or dominance, however exaggerated, did affect Ininmng
about future development. Most important of all perhap., *r, ui
impression that India's evident poverty was the result of the
squandering of a fixed store of national resources as a result of the
economic exploitati.n of colonialism. It was tempting to believe
that India's economic ills could be laid at the dooi of British
imperialism, and the use of scarce nationar resources needed to be
controlled and rationed more carefully in the future. For such
reasons, close supervision and control of the economy seemed
essential, with only the state and its agents-the inheritlrs of the
moral legitirnacy of nationarism-fit to determine and porice the
common interest. But the policies of the new Indian stite cannot
be explained simply in terms of economic and poritical nationalism.
As we have seen, wartime controls were dismantled in sonie areas
ancl loosened in others in the late forties, only to have to be
reimposed and set in an overarching framework of planning because
of practical difficulties as much as intellectual predilections. Thus
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and the production of basic food. Price rises benefited surplus

producers, while inflation made capital cheap for solvent farmers.
Flowever, these conditions also distorted internal supply mechanisms

and damaged the fragile internal linkages between producers and

consumers, especially of food."
By 1945 the tndian economy was far from achieving any

equilibrium, and its internat market mechanisms were so damaged

as to be unable to allocate resources effectively. Controls seemed

essential in the short term to shore up this position; their contin-

uance resulted from the interaction of a complex set of consider-

ations. By the time that normal conditions were restored in the

early fifties, the Government was committed to centralized planning

for political and administrative reasons as well as for economic

ones. A strict control regime was, in a real sense, inevitable in the

late forties and early fifties because of the fundamental economic
and political changes that took place in those years. The events of
the post-war years also provided an historical context against

which the actions of Indian planners in the late fifties and beyond
must be set. Ho\yever, to say that the economic control regime
that was devised from 1945 to 1951 was inevitable does not mean

that it should also have been immortal. The controls of the late
forties were necessary to cope with serious imperfections in the

market networks of the Indian domestic economy. They succeeded

in this, but only at a heavy price-that of perpetuating, ever since,

the institutional failure that they were established to overcome.


